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To view video footage click the name of a product. Make sure pop up windows are enabled.

Chinese Crackers, Fountains, Mines and 
Wheels;

    Jupiter Jewels                                                                                          £7.00

Great fountain with excellent variety changing from red to green to blue to         
lemon to orange flower then finishing with purple, lemon and silver rain with 
crackling effects for a duration of 50 seconds.

Fiery Eye                                                                                              £11.00

 

Vivid blue fiery eye burns brightly as streaks of gold shoot off as the wheel 
spins for duration of 1 minute.

 

          Niagra Falls                                                                                       £15.00

Large display fountain with maximum crisp performance that ejects sprays of 
silver glitter followed by orange stars and titanium crackling to a height of 
over 20ft. Duration 75 seconds.

  

                      Crackling Python Chinese Cracker                                                           £17.00

 

The Chinese celebration cracker is back and this time its got a sting in the 
tail! 10,000 reports and effects from this 12 foot long cracker that bangs and 
pops with a double thunder cluster of bombs in the head as a deafening 
finale.

 

3 Finger Jack Mine                                                                             £19.00

 

Lull your audience into a false sense of security with this pack of three 
assorted fountain mines. Each mine starts with a silver, whistling or 
crackling fountain followed by a huge aerial eruption of colours, strobes, 
crackles or willows. Unrivalled value!

All Products Subject To Change Check In Store For Details Or Call 0800 975 6573

http://youtu.be/OCTOBq5Weio
http://youtu.be/YvDkjhCnVgE
http://youtu.be/y_1zv3JBDzg
http://youtu.be/z9Nw2VWr9UE
http://youtu.be/qsZ0JeC9DpE
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   Wheel of Fortune                                                                 £30.00

 

Four colour changes from the 20 drive jets, keeps going for up to two 
minutes on its own ball bearing centre. Supplied with spike to attach it to a 
post. The higher it is fixed the more impressive it becomes.

Selection Boxes;
 

Stardust Selection Pack                                                                             £20.00

Category 2.  A good assortment of brightly coloured fountains and effects providing a 
balanced mini display and offering great value for money. Low Noise. 

 Moondust Selection Pack                                                                             £30.00

Category 2.  A great balanced display of cakes, candles and fountains offering variety and 
entertainment and real value for money

Fusion Selection Box                                                                                                £45.00

EU Category  2.  A great  selection  of  3  assorted  fountains  and  7  multi  shot  barrages 
including crackle flowers, butterfly, whistles, fish effect and chrysanthemums making a high 
visual impact display. This pack comes with its own fire safe tray for easy setup and firing.
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To view video footage click the name of a product. Make sure pop up windows are enabled.

Orbital Selection Box                                                                                                £50.00

A great assortment of multi shot barrages, rockets, large candles, wheels and fountains.

Emperor Selection Box                                                                                             £80.00 
An excellent assortment of large multi-shot barrages including crackling rain, double star  
and  spinning  spider.  Complimented  by  a  selection  of  coloured  star  rockets,  wheels, 
fountains and multi-shot candles.

 

Inspirion Selection Box                                                                                           £125.00

EU Category 2. A stunning selection of large multi shot barrages, rockets and impressive 
fountains including blue brocade, blink time, fish and crackle, purple flash, dragon eggs, 
gold blink, whistling fish, crossette and a large 36 shot angled finale firework. This pack 
offers great variety and comes with its own fire safe tray for easy set up and firing.  

Miscellaneous;
 

18” Sparklers                                                                                                       £1.20

 

Pack of 5 18” gold or coloured sparklers.
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